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Bahamas Petroleum has struck oil at its keenly watched Perseverance-1 exploration 
well offshore the Bahamas, but the volumes discovered are deemed to not be 
commercial. 

The London-listed junior has said, however, that the early results from drilling "may 
provide a strong technical basis for renewed farm-in discussion" at its acreage. 

Shares in the company slipped around 65% approaching 8:30am local time on Monday 
following news of the non-commercial find. 

The well was spudded on 20 December with the drillship Stena IceMax, with drilling 
continuing until 7 February. 

Before drilling, the targeted total depth was 4800 metres, with pre-drill prospective oil 
resources on a probable basis pegged at 770 million barrels, with upside of 1.44 billion 
barrels. 

Non-commercial find 

The well reached 3900 metres on 6 February having intersected Albian, Upper Aptian 
and Mid-Aptian horizons. 
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"Depth and thickness of reservoir sections encountered were generally as prognosed 
pre-drill, and reservoir porosity was likewise generally in line with pre-drill 
expectations (in the range of 10% to 20%)," the operator said on Monday. 

Bahamas Petroleum halts drilling as Covid-19 takes toll Bahamas Petroleum nets 
drillship for Caribbean exploration well Bahamas explorer secures more drilling cash, 
but opponents seek injunction 

"Hydrocarbons were encountered at various horizons, indicated by elevated gas 
chromatography readings detected continually during drilling, generally increasing with 
depth and through the deeper Aptian reservoir column in particular.  

"Oil was identified from high oil saturation values from logs in a number of reservoir 
sections thus verifying the existence of a working Lower Cretaceous petroleum system 
and reservoir quality sequences in the Aptian. 

"Given that the totality of the reservoir sections evaluated to 3900 metres represented 
the majority (approximately 70%) of the total estimated prospective volumes, the lack 
of hydrocarbons in demonstrably commercial volumes led to the decision to TD the well 
at that point." 

'Invaluable' data 

Bahamas Petroleum chief executive Simon Potter said that data from the Perseverance 
well — the first exploration well to be drilled off the Caribbean nation in decades — 
"will prove invaluable in providing a modern analysis as to the regional potential of the 
petroleum system, which, in our view, reduces technical risk for any future/further 
exploration in this new frontier province". 

"The company will proceed to undertake a comprehensive evaluation of the data 
derived from the well, as we believe the results provide a sound technical basis for 
renewed farm-in discussions." 

Monday's statement added that the results "will significantly reduce technical risk for 
any future/further exploration in this new frontier province" and "may provide a strong 
technical basis for renewed farm-in discussions, with a view to future drilling at other 
target locations within BPC's licence areas". 

Bahamas Petroleum was initially planning to spud Perseverance-1 in March last year 
but had to postpone the programme due to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic. 
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